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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to extend the notion of pseudo harmonic morphism (introduced by Loubeau 13])

to the case when the source manifold is an admissible Riemannian polyhedron. We define these maps

to be harmonic in the sense of Eells-Fuglede 7] and pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal in our sense

(see Section 3 We characterize them by means of germs of harmonic functions on the source polyhe-

dron, in the sense of Korevaar-Schoen [ 1 1 ], and germs of holomorphic functions on the KdWer target

manifold.
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I Introduction.

"Hannonicity" is a topic situated between geometry and analysis. For instance, Fuglede [8] and Ishi-

hara. [IO], independently, proved that harmonic morphisms between smooth Riemannian manifolds (maps

which pull back germs of harmonic functions to germs of harmonic functions) are precisely harmonic

maps (analytic property) which are horizontally weakly conformal (geometric property). A natural ques-

tion arises: is there any equivalent notion if the target manifolds are Hermitian or KdWer? If yes, can we

characterize geometrically this notion? Loubeau, in 13], gave complete answers to these questions and

named the maps "Pseudo harmonic morphism".

In [I 1 ], Korevaar and Schoen extended the theory of harmonic maps between smooth Riemannian

manifolds to the case of maps between certain singular spaces: for example, admissible Riemannian

polyhedra. The Riemannian polyhedra are both very interesting examples of the "geometric habitat"

of harmonicity (being harmonic spaces) and provide several examples: smooth Riemannian manifolds,

Riemannian orbit spaces, normal analytic spaces, Thom spaces etc. Later, Eells and Fuglede in 7,

expanded the notion of harmonic morphisms to the case of Riemannian polyhedra. But, to give the same

characterization for harmonic morphisms between Riemannian polyhedra as Fuglede and Ishibara did

in the smooth case, they had to pay a price: the target had to be a smooth Riemannian manifold. Also,

many of the properties found for the harmonic maps and harmonic morphisms in the smooth case could

be recovered when considered as domain and target Riemannian polyhedra.

Remaining in the same spirit of ideas, the aim of this paper is to extend pseudo harmonic morphisms

to the case when the domain is an admissible Riemannian polyhedron and the target a Kdhler manifold

and to characterize them (as it was done in the smooth case) by "geometric criteria" and "analytic crite-

ria". It turns out, because of the absence of global differential calculus on singular spaces, that it is not

easy to find a good definition of the pseudo harmonic morphisms on Riemannian polyhedra generaliz-

ing in a natural way the smooth case. Another difficulty, comparing with Loubeau's results, is to find

a geometric condition which characterizes the pseudo harmonic morphisms on Riemannian polyhedra,

knowing that we cannot talk about horizontal vectors for example. A third difficulty is in the use of

germs of harmonic functions in the sense of Korevaar-Schoen, as the analytic aspect of our construction.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall some results on Riemannian polyhedra,

harmonic maps and morphisms between Riemannian polyhedra. Section 3 is devoted to the (alterna-

tive) geometric characterization of the pseudo harmonic morphisms defined on Riemannian polyhedra

named (also) pseudo-horizontally weak conformality ". We show that this geometric property is pre-

served by the holornorphy. In Section 4 we introduce the notion of pseudo harmonic morphisms from

a Riemannian polyhedra to a Kdhler manifold and characterize them as maps which pull back germs of

holornorphic functions on target manifold to germs of harmonic functions on the Riemannian polyhedron

(Theorem 42). We also state a lifting property for pseudo harmonic morphisms (Proposition 47).

Finally, in Section 5, applying Proposition 47, we give some interesting examples.
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2 Preliminaries.

This section is devoted to some basic notions and known results which will be used in the next sections.

2.1 Riemannian polyhedra.

2.1.1 Riemannian admissible complexes ([31, 41, [51 6 16]).

Let K be a locally finite simplicial complex, endowed with a piecewise smooth Riemannian metric g

( i.e. g is a family of smooth Riemannian metrics gA on simplexes A of K such that the restriction

(gA IA, = gA,, for any simplexes A' and A with A' C A).

Let K be a finite dimensional simplicial complex which is connected locally finite. A map f from

la, b] to K is called a broken geodesic if there is a subdivision a = to < t < ... < tp+1 = b, such that

f Qti, ti+,]) is contained in some cell and the restriction of f to [ti, ti+,] is a geodesic inside that cell.

Then define the length of the broken geodesic map f to be:

L(f) =E d(f (ti), f ti+,)).
i=O

The length inside each cell is measured with respect to its metric.

Then, define x, y), for every two points x, y in K to be the lower bound of the lengths of broken

geodesics from x to y. is a pseudo-distance.

If K is connected and locally finite, then K, ) is a length space and hence a geodesic space (i.e. a

metric space where every two points are connected by a curve with length equal to the distance between

them if complete.

An 1-simplex in K is called a boundary simplex if it is adjacent to exactly one I 1 simplex. Te

complex K is called boundaryless if there are no boundary simplexes in K.

The (open) star of an open simplex A' (i.e. the topological interior of A or the points of A not

belonging to any sub-face of A; if A is point then Al = A) of K is defined as:

St (A') U A' Ai is simplex of K with Ai D A

The star st(p) of point p is defined as the star of its carrier, the unique open simplex Al containing p.

Every star is path connected and contains the star of its points. In particular K is locally path connected.

The closure of any star is sub-complex.

We say that the complex K is admissible, if it is dimensionally homogeneous and for every connected

open subset U of K, the open set U \ U n I the (k - 2 - skeleton } is connected, where k is the

dimension of K (i.e. K is (n - l)-chainable).

Let x E K be a vertex of K so that x is in the 1-simplex Al. We view Al as an affine simplex

in R, that is Al= ni=0 Hi, where Ho, HI,_, HI are closed half spaces in general position, and we
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suppose that x is in the topological interior of Ho. The Riemannian metric gA, is the restriction to

Al of a smooth Riemannian metric defined in an open neighborhood V of Al in R. The intersection

TxAl= n1= 1 Hi T:, V is a cone with apex E Tx V, and gA, (x) turns it into an Euclidean cone. Let

c Al (m < be another simplex adjacent to x. Then, the face of T"Al corresponding to Am is

isomorphic to T,A, and we view T.,Am as a subset of TxAl.

Set TxK = UAqx TxAi, we call it the tangent cone of K at x. Let SAl denote the subset of all

unit vectors in T.,Al and set S.,, = SxK = UAqx SxAi. The set Sx is called the link of x in K. If Al

is a simplex adjacent to x, then gA, (x) defines a Riemannian metric on the ( - 1) -simplex S, Al. The

family g., of Riemannian metrics gA, (x) turns S,Al into a simplicial complex with a piecewise smooth

Riemannian metric such that the simplexes are spherical.

We call an admissible connected locally finite simplicial complex, endowed with a piecewise smooth

Riemannian metric, an admissible Riemannian complex.

2.1.2 Riemannian polyhedron 7].

We mean by polyhedron a connected locally compact separable Hausdorff space X for which there exists

a simplicial complex K and homeomorphism 0 K --+ X. Any such pair (K, 0) is called a tangulation

of X. The complex K is necessarily countable and locally finite (cf. [15] page 120) and the space X is

path connected and locally contractible. The dimension of X is by definition the dimension of K and it

is independent of the triangulation.

A sub-polyhedron of a polyhedron X with given triangulation (K, 0), is the polyhedron X' c X

having as a triangulation (K', 1KI) where K' is a subcomplex of K (i.e. K' is the complex whose

vertices and simplexes are some of those of K).

If X is a polyhedron with specified triangulation (K, 0), we shall speak of vertices, simplexes, i-

skeletons or stars of X respectively of a space of links or tangent cones of X as the image under of

vertices, simplexes, i-skeletons or stars of K respectively the image of space of links or tangent cones

of K. Thus our simplexes become compact subsets of X and the i-skeletons and stars become sub-

polyhedrons of X.

If for given triangulation (K, 0) of the polyhedron X, the homeomorphism is locally bi-lipschitz

then X is said to be Lip polyhedron and Lip homeomorphism.

A null set in a Lip polyhedron X is a set Z c X such that Z meets every maximal simplex A, relative

to a triangulation (K, ) (hence any) in a set whose pre-image under has n-dimensional Lebesgue

measure 0, n = dimA. Note that 'almost everywhere' (a.e.) means everywhere except in some null set.

A Riemannian polyhedron X = (X, g) is defined as a Lip polyhedron X with a specified triangula-

tion (K, 0) such that K is a simplicial complex endowed with a covariant bounded measurable Rieman-

nian metric tensor g, satisfying the ellipticity condition below. In fact, suppose that X has homogeneous

dimension n and choose a measurable Riemannian metric gA on the open euclidean n-simplex 0'(A')

of K. In terms of euclidean coordinates x,,..., x,} of points x = 0'(p), gA thus assigns to almost
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every point p E A' (or x), an n x n symmetric positive definite matrix g = gA(x))jj=j,...,,, withij

measurable real entries and there is a constant AA > such that (ellipticity condition):

n n

A-2 E(�i)2 < E gA (x)�'� < A 2 (�i)2
13

i=O i=O

for a.e. x E 0'(A') and every = I' ... ' n)E R. This condition amounts to the components of

gA being bounded and it is independent not only of the choice of the euclidean frame on -I (All) but

also of the chosen triangulation.

For simplicity of statements we shall sometimes require that, relative to a fixed triangulation (K, 0)

of Riemannian polyhedron X (uniform ellipticity condition),

A:= sup AA : A is simplex of X < oo.

A Riemannian polyhedron X is said to be admissible if for a fixed triangulation (K, ) (hence any)

the Riemannian simplicial complex K is admissible.

We underline that (for simplicity) the given definition of a Riemannian polyhedron X, g) contains

already the fact (because of the definition above of the Riemannian admissible complex) that the metric

g is continuous relative to some (hence any) triangulation (i.e. for every maximal simplex A the metric

gA is continuous up to the boundary). This fact is sometimes omitted in the literature. The polyhedron is

said to be simplexwise smooth if relative to some triangulation (K, ) (and hence any), the complex K

is simplexwise smooth. Both continuity and simplexwise smoothness are preserved under subdivision.

In the case of a general bounded measurable Riemannian metric g on X we often consider, in

addition to g, the euclidean Riemannian metric g' on the Lip polyhedron X with a specified triangulation

(K, 0). For each simplex A, g' is defined in terms of euclidean frame on 0- '(A') as above by unitA

matrix (6jj)jj. Thus g' is by no means covariantly defined and should be regarded as a mere reference

metric on the triangulated polyhedron X.

Relative to a given triangulation (K, 0) of an n-dimensional Riemannian polyhedron (X, g) (not

necessarily admissible), we have on X the distance function e induced by the euclidean distance on the

euclidean space V in which K is affinely Lip embedded. This distance e is not intrinsic but it will play

an auxiliary role in defining an equivalent distance dX as follows:

Let 3 denote the collection of all null sets of X. For given triangulation (K, 0) consider the set

ZK C 3 obtained from X by removing from each maximal simplex A in X those points of Al which

are Lebesgue points for gA. For x, y E X and any Z E 3 such that Z C ZK we set:

-y is Lip continuous path
dX (x, y) sup inf LK (-Y) and transversal to Z

Z E3 Y

Z :) ZK -y (a) = x,

-y(b = y

where LK (7) is the length of the path defined as:

the sum is over
LK (-Y) Og4 o ' -. ) -Y-i -yi,

Z2�' C� 1 13 all simplexes meeting -y.

W)
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It is shown in 7] that the distance d is intrinsic, in particular it is independent of the chosen trian-

gulation and it is equivalent to the euclidean distance e (due to the Lip affinely and horneornorphically

embedding of X in some euclidean space V).

2.2 Energy of maps

The concept of energy in the case of a map of Riemannian domain into an arbitrary metric space Y

was defined and investigated by Korevaar and Schoen 11]. Later this concept was extended by Eells

and Fuglede 7] to the case of a map from an admissible Riemannian polyhedron X with smplexwise

smooth Riemannian metric. Thus, the energy Eo) of a map o from X to the space Y is defined as the

limit of suitable approximate energy expressed in terms of the distance function dy of Y.

It is shown in 7 that the maps �p : X --+ Y of finite energy are precisely those quasicontinuous

(i.e. has a continuous restriction to closed sets), whose complements have arbitrarily small capacity,

(cf. 7] page 153) whose restriction to each top dimensional simplex of X has finite energy in the sense

of Korevaar-Schoen, and E�p) is the sum of the energies of these restrictions.

Now, let X, g) be an admissible m-dimensional Riemannian polyhedron with smplexwise smooth

Riemannian metric. It is not required that g is continuous across lower dimensional simplexes. The target

(Y, dy) is an arbitrary metric space.

Denote L2 (X, Y) the space of all g-measurable Izg the volume measure of g) maps p : X Y10C
having separable essential range and for which the map dy (�o (.), q) E L2 X I.Lg) (i.e. locally pg-10C

2 X y)squared integrable) for some point q (hence by triangle inequality for any point). For �0, E LIOC

define their distance D�o, ) by:

D2 (�O' d2 (�o (x), 0 (y)) dpg (x).Y
X

Two maps o, E L2 (X, Y) are said to be equivalent if D(�o, 0 = 0,(i.e. W(x = x) lLg-a.e.). If the10C
space X is compact then D(�o, 7P < and D is a metric on L2 (X, Y) = L(X, Y) which is complete10C
if the space Y is complete [ 1 1 ].

The approximate energy density of the map E L2 (X, Y) is defined for > by:10C

d2 (�O(X) WX,))
Y dpg W)e, M (X) ,m+2

BX (X, O

The function ej�o) is locally pg-integrable.
2 X y i:The energy E�p) of a map �o of class LIOC

E sup (lim sup f e, (W) dtig),
f EC�(X,[Oj]) E-O J

X

where Cc X, [0, 1]) denotes the space of continuous functions from X to the interval [0, 1] with compact

support.
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W1,2
AmapW:X--+Yissaidtobelocallyoffiniteenergy,andwewrite�OE 1OC(XY),ifE(W1U)<

oo for every relatively compact domain U c X or equivalently if X can be covered by domains U c X

such that EWIU < oc.

For example (cf. 71 Lemma 44), every Lip continuous map W X Y is of class W11,2 X, y). In

2 1,2 X, y)the case when X is compact W,�� X, Y) is denoted W the space of all maps of finite energy.

WC1, 2 X, Y) denotes the linear subspace of W1,2 X, y) consisting of all maps of finite energy of

compact support in X.

We can show (cf. 7] Theorem 9 ) that a real function E L2 (X) is locally of finite energy if and10C

only if there is a function e(W) E L' (X), named energy density of W, such that (weak convergence):10C

lim f e,, (W) dpg f e (W) dpg, for each f E C (X).
E:-O f

X X

2.3 Harmonic maps and harmonic morphisms on Riemannian polyhedra 7].

In this paragraph we shall remind some relevant results which give the relation between harmonic mor-

phisms and harmonic maps on Riemannian polyhedra.

2.3.1 Harmonic maps.

Let (X, g) be an arbitrary admissible Riemannian polyhedron (g just bounded measurable with local

elliptic bounds), dimX = m and (Y, dy a metric space.

A continuous map W X Y of class W 2(X, Y) is said to be harmonic if it is bi-locally E-10C

minimizing, i.e. X can be covered by relatively compact subdomains U for each of which there is an

open set V D W(U) in Y such that

E(WIU) E(V,,U)

for every continuous map 7P E W11,2 (X, y), with O(U) c V and in X\U.0C

Let N, h) denote a smooth Riemannian manifold without boundary, diMRN = n and rk the

Christoffel symbols on N. By a weakly harmonic map W X -- N we mean a quasicontinuous map (a

map which is continuous on the complement of open sets of arbitrarily small capacity; in the case of the

Riemannian polyhedron X it is just the complement of open subsets of the (m - 2)-skeleton of X) of

class W" 2(X, N) with the following property:10C

For any chart q : V --+ Rn on N and any quasiopen set U c W1(V) of compact closure in X, the

equation

(VA, VWk ) dpq A(rk O W (VW', Vw'3)d/i
f Q
U U

W1 2
holds for every k = , ... , n and every bounded function E 0 M.

1,2
It is shown in 7], (Theorem 12. 1), that: for a continuous map E O (X, N) the following are

equivalent:

(a) is harmonic,

7



(b) is weakly harmonic,

(c) W pulls convex functions on open sets V c N back to subharmonic functions on W)

2.3.2 Harmonic morphisms.

Denote by X and Y two Riemannian polyhedra (or any harmonic spaces in the sense of Brelot; see

Chapter 2 7]).

A continuous map W X --+ Y is a harmonic morphism if, for every open set V C Y and for every

harmonic function v on V, v o is harmonic on W I T) 

Let X Y be a nonconstant harmonic morphism, then cf. 71, Theorem 13. 1):

(i) �p likewise pulls germs of superharmonic functions on Y back to germs of superharmonic func-

tions on X.

(ii) If is su�ective and proper then a function v : V - I-oo, oo] (V open in Y) is superharmonic

fresp. harmonic] if (and only if) v o is superhannonic [resp. harmonic] on �p- T) 

Let (N, N) denote an n-Riemannian manifold without boundary and suppose that the polyhedron

X is admissible. A continuous map W X --+ N of class W1,2 (X, N) is called horizontally weaklyOc

conformal if there exist a scalar A, defined a.e. in X, such that:

(V(v o W), V(w o W) = A[gN(VNV, VNW) o W] a.e. in X

for every pair of functions v, w E C(N). Henceforth VN denote the gradient operator on N and V the

gradient operator defined a.e. on the domain space (X, g).

The property of horizontally weak conformality is a local one, thus it reads in terms of local coordi-

nates (y') in N,

(VW', VW" = A& 0 W) a.e. in XN

for a, = , ... , n. Taking a A is uniquely determined and A > a.e. in X. Moreover, A E

L' (X) because VW' E Ll (X). A is called the dilation of W.10C 10C

The notion of horizontally weak confonnality is intimately related to the one of harmonic mor-

phisms. For instance, we can show (cf. 7 Theorem 13.2) that a continuous map W X --+ N of class

W" 2(X, N) is a harmonic morphism if and only if is a horizontally weakly conformal, harmonic map10C

and equivalently, there is a scalar A E Ll (X) such thatlo

- f (V�bV(v o �p)) �M[(ANV) W]

X X

C2 W12for every v E (N) and E Lip, (X) or E 0, (X) n L- (X)).

In the affirmative case, A from the last equality equals a.e. the dilation of (as a horizontally weakly

conformal map).

As a consequence, for a harmonic morphism W X --+ N, if � : N P is a harmonic map between

smooth Riemannian manifolds without boundary, then the composition o W is a harmonic map.
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3 Pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal maps on Riemannian polyhe-
dra.

The aim of the present section, is to extend the notion of pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal maps on

Riemannian manifolds (see 13]) to Riemannian polyhedra and to establish their properties. We will use

the same terminology as in 13].

Let (X, g) be an adnidssible Riemannian polyhedron of dimX = m and N, jN, 9N a Hermitian

manifold of diMRN = 2n, without boundary.

We denote by Holom(N = If N Q f local holomorphic function}. In what follows, the

gradient operator and the inner product in (X, g) are well defined a.e. in X and will be denoted by V

and (, ) respectively.

Definition 31 Let �p : X --+ N be a continuous map of class W 2(X, N). is called pseudo-10C
horizontally weakly conformal (shortening PHWC), iffor any pair of local holomorphicfiinctions v, w E

Holom(N), such that v = V + iV2 W = W1 + iW2, we have:

(W1 0 (VI V) - (V (W2 0 V (V2 0 W) = a. e. in X
(W2 0 (V 0 V)) + �V (W1 0 V (V2 0 V) = a. e. in X

Remark 32 Definition 31 is a local one, hence it is sufficient to check the identities (I) in local complex

coordinates (Z1, Z2, Zn) in N. Taking ZA = XA + iYA, VA = , ... , n, the relations (1), VA, B

1, ... , n, read:
(VVI, VWA _ VVB, VVA)

1 1 2 2 =0 ae.inX
(2)

(VVB, VVA + VVB, VVA)
2 1 1 2 = a.e. in X

where
A A

VI XA 0 V, V2 YA 0 V, VA = n,

B B
VI XB 0 V, V2 YB 0 V, VB = n.

Remark 33 Definition 31 isjustified by seeing that if the source manifold is a smooth Riemannian one,

without boundary, we obtain exactly the commuting condition between dV., 0 dV* and jN (see [ 1 31

or 2], [1]), where dW.,* : Tw(x)N --+ T,X is the adjoint map of the tangent linear map dV., : T X

T�,(�) N, for any x E X.

The next proposition justifies the use of the term 'horizontally weakly conformal', indeed we obtain,

when the target dimension is one, an equivalence between the horizontally weak conformality and the

pseudo-horizontally weak conformality, as in the smooth case.

Proposition 34 Let : X --+ N be a horizontally weakly conformal map (see subsection 23.2) from

Riemannian admissible polyhedron (X, g) into a Hermitian m ,9N). Then �p is pseudo

horizontally weakly conformal. If the complex dimension of N is equal to one, then the two conditions

are equivalent.

9



Proof- Let X --- � N be a horizontally weakly conformal map from an admissible Riemannian

polyhedron X, g) into a Hermitian manifold N, jN' 9N) of real dimension 2n. Take (ZA = XA +

iYA)A=1,...,n local complex coordinates in N. Then a a '9 is a local frame in TN

such that
jN aa

TTA Y,
7 VA = , ... , n.

jN 9 a
49YA aXA

The horizontally weakly conformal condition reads in the considered frame:

(3) (VV" V�01' = \g"3 o �p) a.e- in X, Va, 2n.N

where V' o for X,, a n Explicitly the equalities 3) are the follow-
y.-,,-, a n + 2n

ing:

0 V), (�,3 0 V) = [9N 0 V a.e. in X,aC� 7,3

(4) Va,,3 n.
(V(�. o �p), V(�o o V) = A[9N(a'9�, a9 0 VI a.e. in X,

Va, n + 17 ... 2n.

and

(V 0 V), V (�,3 o V) = A 9N ( 0 I a.e. in X,TC7 7�13
Va n;

(5) Vo = n + 2n.
(V o V) V (�, o V) = A 9N 9 0 VI a.e. in X,

Va = n + 2n;

Vo = 17 .... n.

Read 4) and (5) in terms Of XA and YB VA, = n:

(V(XA 0 0), V(XB 0 V) = AgN 9 9 VI a.e. in X,
aXA 8XB

(6)

(V (YA 0 0), V (YB 0 V) = A 9N 9 '9 o VI a.e. in X.aYA DYB

and

(V(XA 0 07 V(YB 0 V) = A[gN( '9 o V] a.e. in X,
')xA 49YB

(7)

(V(YA 0 V7 V(XB 0 V) = A[gN( o VI a.e. in X.i9YA 49XB

Because jN is the complex structure with respect to the hennitian metric N, we have VA, B 17 .... n:

a Q- a 
9N ( , = (Ty-A a,,,

49xA 9XB

(8)

9N( i9 9 -gN( '949XA 9YB aYA aXB

Invoking (8), 6) and 7) we conclude that is pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal.

Consider now the case when dimcN = and suppose V : X --+ N is a pseudo-horizontally weakly

conformal map.
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Let z = x + iy be a local complex chart in N. In terms of this chart the pseudo-horizontally weakly

conformal condition (1) reads:

(9) (VWx, VW. - VW,) = a.e. in X
� VW'Y' VW.) + (Wx, VWy = a.e. in X

Remember that 9N ( a , a 9N ( 79y-, D97y) 54 0, so we can defineAX ZFX-

(10) A (VWX, VW.) - (VWY, VWY) a.e. in X.
(a a a a I

9N DX 7x) 0 W 9N(Z7y, Ty-) W

From 9) and 10) we get:

(VWX, Vwx) = A[gN( a a o W] a.e. in Xax Z7

(I (VWy, VWy) = A [9N ( a a o W] a.e. in X
ay T-

(Vpx, VwO = O a.e. in X

which means that W is horizontally weakly conformal. 0

PHWC maps on Riemannian polyhedra can be characterized thanks to gerins of holomorphic func-

tions on the target Hermitian manifolds as follows:

Proposifion 35 Let X N be a continuous map of class W" 2 (X, N). Then is pseudo-10C

horizontally weakly conformal if and only iffor any local holomorphic function N C, o

is also pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal.

Proof. Let X --+ N be a continuous map of class W,1,2 (X, N), and N ---+ C be any holomorphicOc

function with = + *2-

It is obvious (by definition) that if W is a PHWC map then �b o is a PHWC map.

Conversely, suppose now that for any holomorphic function N --+ C, the composition o �o

X - C is a PHWC function. Throughout the proof of Proposition 34 we have seen that this last fact

reads:

(12) (V(01 0 W), V('01 0 W) - VOP2 0 A V('02 0 W) = a.e. in X

� (V (1 0 W), V (V)2 0 W)) + (V (2 W), V (01 0 W) = a.e. in X

Then for a fixed local holomorphic chart (ZA,,=1,...,n of N, z = x + iy, the equalities 12)

become:



0 (V (01 0 �0), V (1 0 �0)) (02 0 0), V 02 0 0))
n

k' (.91�bl W V�01�_0 0)-V�O
k11=1

n

E ((Ok 02 0 �P) -V 0', A 02 0 0) �O a.e. in X
k,1=1

(13) and

0 (V (1 0 W), V 02 0 0)) + (V 02 W), V (1 0 0))
n

F pkol W,7�0k' (0102 0 OYVA+
k,1=1

n
k' am, W V�01)

E ((akO2 0 0)-VW a.e. in X
k,1=1

where W o for X" Ce
Ya-n, c = n + 1 ... 2n

Taking into account the Cauchy-Riemann equations and after doing some computations, 13) be-

comes:

n ('91 0 W) ( aOl 0 �0) I'll W) ( 102 C �0)E .9., &XI OXk 8XI
kll=

(Xk 0 0), V (XI W) - (V (Yk 0 0), V (YI 0 0))

n [(k (p)(111 _ b2 0 �0)(Ob2 0 �0)1
E 49YI 49Xk ayl

k,1=1

[�V(Xk 0 W), V(Y 0 W)) + (V(Yk 0 W), V(X1 0 W)] 0 a.e. in X

(14) and

n [(PI (p)(42 W) + 901 W)(19111 0 �0)X, OXI ax], TX I
kI=1 k

(V (Xk 0 W), V (XI 0 �P)) (V (Yk 0 0), V (YI 0 0))

[k 0 p)(t2 0 �0) + (_�12 W)(1101 0 �0)]
Y1 Xk ayl

k,1=1

[(V(Xk 0 0), V(YI 0 �0)) + V(Yk 0 P), V(XI 0 W) = a.e. in X

Now, choose particular holomorphic functions �b's, for example locally � = Zk + zj and vary the k, 1

indices, we obtain all the pseudo-horizontally weakly conformality conditions of the map �p. This ends

the proof.

The next proposition makes the relation between PHWC maps on Riemannian polyhedra and holo-

morphic maps on target Hermitian manifolds clear.

12



Proposition 36 Let o : X --+ N be a continuous map of class WI' 2(X, N) and P, J, gp) anotherOc
Hermitian manifold of diMRP = 2p. Then o is pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal if and only iffor

every local holomorphic map �b N -- P �b o is also pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal.

Proof- Let V) N P be a local holomorphic map. Choose (Z,),=l,...,p local complex coordinates in

P and denote �b' z,, o ?P, Va = , ... , p.

Suppose that is pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal. Then, by definition we have, for every pair

of local holornorphic functions v, w E Holom(N), such that v VI + iV2 W W + iW2,

(15) (V(Wl 0 0),V(Vl 0 P) - (7(W2 0 0),V(V2 0 0) = a.e. in X
� (V(W2 0 W),V(V1 0 W)) + (7(WI 0 W),V(V2 0 0) = a.e. in X

In particular, for every pair of local holomorphic functions on the Hermitian manifold N, O, 0, a,,3

1, ... , p we have:

(V (O' o W), V (13 o o) - (V (O' o W), V 0' o W) = a.e. in X(16) 1 1 2 2
(V (O' o W), (�b o W)) + V (�b o W), V (V,3 o W) = a.e. in X2 1 1 2

Or equivalently, if we denote z = x + iy,,, and Va=1,...,pwehave:
02 Y. 0

(V (x. o � O W)), V (X,3 O (O WM -
(17) (V(y. o (O o �p)), V(y,3 o (O o �p)) = a.e. in X

(V (y. o �b o �p)), V (x,3 o (V) o W))) +
(V(x,, o (O o �p)), V(y,3 o (O o W)) = a.e- in X

for every a, 1, ... , p. Which means by definition, that ?P o �o is a PHWC map.

Conversely, suppose now that V, o is pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal for any local holo-

morphic map N P. Consider a local complex chart (Z,),,I,...,p in P. So the map O' o W,

Va = , ... , p is pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal (in the sense that we apply (1) for v = w = z).

In order to prove that is a PHWC map we shall use Proposition 35. Let u N -- C denote a local

holomorphic function on N. We associate to u a new map:

Ou N CP
X (0, ..., 0, U (X), 0, ..., 0)

a

For any local holomorphic chart 7 P CP, we obtain a map Ou N -� P,,Ou oou such

that the a's coordinate of ou is exactly the complex function u N - C.

So we have proved that every local holomorphic function u on N can be obtained as a coordinate

function of some local holomorphic map Ou N -- P.

We have supposed before, that for every N -- P and any local complex chart (Z,,),,J,...,P in P,

(V (O' o �p), V (O' o �p) - V (O' o W), V (O' o W) = a.e. in X1 1 2 2
(V (O' o �p), V (O' o W)) + (V (O' o W), V (V) o W) = a.e. in X

2 1 1 2

In particular, for = u = u), we obtain u o is pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal,

for any u E Holam(N). This implies cf. Proposition 35) that o is a pseudo-horizontally weakly

conformal map.

13



4 Pseudo harmonic morphism on Riemannian polyhedra.

Similarly to the smooth case, if the target manifold is endowed with a Kdhler structure one can enlarge

the class of harmonic morphisins on Riemannian polyhedra to the class of pseudo harmonic morphisms.

Let (X, g) denote an admissible Riemannian polyhedron and N, YV, N a Kiihler manifold without

boundary.

Definition 41 A map �p : X - N is called pseudo harmonic morphism(for short PHM) if and only if p

isaharmonicmap(inthesenseofKorevaar-Schoen[II]andEells-Fuglede [71)andpseudo-horizontally

weakly conformal.

Now, we will give a characterization of a pseudo harmonic morphism in terms of the germs of the

holornorphic functions on the target KdMer manifold, and the harmonic structure (in the sense of Brelot,

see ch. 2 71) on the domain admissible Riemannian polyhedron.

W1,2Theorem 42 A continuous map �p : X ---+ N of class (X, N) is a pseudo harmonic morphism if

and only if �p pulls back local complex-valued holomorphic functions on N to harmonic functions on X

(i.e. for any holomorphicfunction �b : V --+ C defined on a open subset V of N with �0`(V) non-empty,

the composition �b o W : �p- 1 (V) --+ R2 is harmonic if and only if o is PHM).

In order to prove the theorem, we shall need the following elementary lernma:

W1,2 ). f = bl + iV)2, 1,2(x 2)Lemma 43 et �p E ,, (X, N) and �b E Holorrt(N then ?� 0 �o E W10C R

and moreover �bj o o E W,1,2(X), j = 1,2.Oc

Proof. Let �b N C be a holornorphic function and K c N denote a compact subset in N. We say

that is uniformly Lipschitz in K if there is a scalar A (depending on K such that II 0 (p - (q) II 

AdN (p, q), Vp, q E K where I I I denotes the usual norm in C and dN is the associated distance to the

Riemannian metric N on N. So is uniformly Lipschitz on K.

We take U a quasiopen set on X which is relatively compact. is uniformly Lipschitz.

Now, following a result of Eells-Fuglede (see Corollary 9 1, p. 15 8, 7])

EU (V) o �o) A2 Eu (�p).
IPP

it suffices to cover X by a countable quasiopen sets U, such that Eu (�p < oo (this is possible because

EW11,2 (X, N)). We conclude that V) o �p E W11,2 (X, R 2).
Oc Oc

For OJ o W, Vj = 2 we remark that , Vj = 2 are locally Lipschitz, so by the same argument

1,2 2), W,1, 2 X), Vj =
used for proving that 0 W E W10C (X, R we have ?pi W E Oc 1,2. 0

Remark 44 Let f N ---+ C be a local holomorphic function defined on a complex manifold N. Take

(zl, ... , z) a local holomorphic coordinate in N and denote zj = xj + yj, V = 1, ... , n. If the manifold

N is Khler and if we write f = fl + if2, then we have thefollowing equalities ("symmetries"):

a2fj 2 

aXA09YB OX Vj = 1 2 VA, = , ... , n.

1 4



Proof of Theorem 42:

W1,2 (X, N). Suppose that is a pseudo-harmonic

Let X --+ N be a continuous map of class 10C

morphism and let : N --+ C be any local holomorphic function, with = + i02. Remark

that O o is a continuous map (as a composite of two continuous maps). Moreover, by Lemma 43,

0 0 W E W 2(X, R2).10C

In order to prove that o W is harmonic, cf. subsection 23. 1) it suffices to show that o W is weakly

harmonic (as a map with values in R2).

The fact that o is weakly harmonic reads in the unique (conformal) chart R2 --+ R2 and for

any quasiopen set U W I R2) of compact closure in X,

f Vf, V(�O o W))dltg
U

(18) f fR2ri o W) V (Oc o W), V (01 o W)) dpg,
ad

U

for i = 1 2 and every bounded function f E W,1,2(U).

2 t R2 In the case of R we know tha ]F = for any a,, = 1 2 so equations (I 8) become:Q0 

(19) (Vf , V (V) o W)) dpg = , Vi = 1 2.

U

Let us now prove 19).

Take a real chart (X 1 Xn i Y1 i ... Yn) in N, such that the complex associated chart (z = X +

iyj)j=l,,, is holomorphic. Then for any chart domain V c N and quasiopen set U c W(V of

compact closure in X, and for any functions v E C2(V) and f E W,1, 2(U) n L'(U) we have, (cf. 7]

Remark 97):

(20) j (Vf, V(v o W))dltg ([(a.,,,v) o W]Vf, VW')dyg.,

U U

where i%, denotes the ez's partial derivative.

By partial integration,

f (Vf, V(v o W))dpg f (V(f.[(,Yv) o W]), VW')d1ig-

(21) O)dl-tg
f f 40900v O W (VW" VW
U

Recall that in the local coordinates (xi,- Xn i Y1, ... ) yn) in N, we have:

(22) VC = 900V N rkoakv, Va = 2,a

(where vo are the second order covariant derivatives of v). Inserting 22) in the last integral on the

right-hand side of equation 21) we obtain:

f(VfV(voW))dpg f V(f-[(,9.v) o W]), V�p')dpg-
U U

(23) ff-(V.OOW)(VW',VW1)dpg-
U

ff. [pkV) 0 W] N r 0) dyg.
CO O (VW" I VW

U

1 5



W is supposed harmonic so it is weakly harmonic. Consequently, the first and the third integral on the

right-hand side of 23) are equal, so:

I (Vf, V(v o �p))dpg f -(V-0 O 0 (VW', VW13) dlig.

U U

Now take v Then for i = 1 2 we have:

I (Vf, V(�b' o �p))dAg f-(VQ,3 O OXVW', VW13)dl-Lg.

U U

We compute the right-hand side of the last equality:

f f .(0i, o W (VW', V �pP) dtLg
U

n 2

=ff. E ( 'b' W)(V(XAO�0),V(XBo�p))d,4g+
U AIB=l axA8xB

n 2

ff E ( 0 W) (V (XA 0 W), V (YB o W)) dpg +
U AB=l

n(920�
f f. - 09YA L9'r B0 W) V (YA 0 W), V (XB o �p)) djLg +
u AIB=1

n( 920i

f f. F- 19YA OYB 0 �0) (V (YA 0 W), V (YB o W)) dlig.
U AIB=l

For example, for i 1 we have:

f f-(V)1,3 o �p) V W1, V �ol) dtt_,Q
U

n 2 

ff. ( 4 ' 0 W)(V(XA 0 W),V(XB o W))dtLg+
U AIB=149-TA6XB

n9201
f f. F- i9XA49YB 0 W) V (XA 0 0), V (YB o W)) dl-Lg +
U AB=l

n92,bl
f f. - 0W)(V(YAOW),V(XBoW))d1_Lg+E T1 A7X B
U AIB=l

n 2 O I

f f E -9YA8YB 0 W) V (YA 0 W), V (YB o W)) dAg
U AB=l

Inserting Cauchy-Riemann equations associated to -01 and 02 (because is holomorphic) in the second

and third sums on the right-hand side of the above equality, we obtain:

f f -(01,3 W) VW', V�pl)djLg
U

n8201
f F- 09XA49XB () W)(V(XA 0 W), V(XB o W))dyg+
U AIB=1

n 92�,2

f 0 �P) V (XA 0 W), V (YB o �p)) ditg +ETAJ-B
U AB=

na2,p2
f f. F- -9YA 9YB 0 W) (V (YA 0 W), V (XB o W)) d[Lg +
U AB=1

ff. n a2,pl
E (U-A-,gB 0 W) (V (YA 0 W), V (YB o �p)) djLg

U AIB=l

1 6



By easy computations we obtain:

=ff. 2 2 

f f .(V)', o W) V W1, V WO) djLg �1, O W) 067 O W)i
U U AB=l 49XA�XB aYA YB

[(V(XA 0 W), V(XB 0 W) - V(YA 0 Y*V(YB o W))]dpg-
ff. n a2,k2 a2,p2

hxA191"11 0 W) IA81,11 W]
U AB=l

��V (XA 0 W), V(YB 0 W)) + (V(YA 0 W), V(XB o W)jdpg+
f. 92,P1

E [ ( Tx-A �Tx-B 0 W) (V (YA 0 W), V (YB 0 W)) +
U AB=l

a201

__5YBTYA 0 W)(V(XA 0 W), V(XB o W)jdpg+
92,P2

f f E I 0 W) (V (YA W V (XB 0 W))
U AB=l 09xAaXB

AO 0 W)(V(XA 0 W), V(YB o W))]dILg.
09YAB

Because the map is supposed pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal, the first and the second integral

on the right-hand side in the last equality are zero, so:

f f . ,01, o W (VW', VWP) dpg
Ck

U
ff. .92,,l W) +

__T B YAaYB
AB=l A 0 W)] (V (XA 0 W), V (XB o W)) dp, +

+ f f n 2 2 02-02

E 1(ax3x%. W) + - W)1(V(XAOW),V(YBoW))d1jg
U AB=l OYAYYB

Now, by Remark 4.4) the last two sums are zero. So we obtain:

I(Vf, V(01 o W))dp = .

U

By a similar computation we can also prove:

I(V f , V (O' o W)) dpg = .

U

Thus 7P o is weakly harmonic and so, harmonic (cf. subsection 23. 1).

17 -#= 11:

Conversely, suppose O o �o : X ---� R2 is harmonic for any 7P E Holom(N). It is known that the

harmonicity of P o is equivalent (cf subsection 23.1 and Lemma 43) to the weak harmonicity of

,O o W. So, for a given chart 7: R 2--+ R2, and for any quasiopen set U C - I R2) of compact closure

in X, the weak harmonicity reads:

(24) j(V f , V (O o W)) dpg = ,

U

for i = 1 2 and every function f E W,1,2 U), where �bl + i02:-

Now, choose local complex holomorphic coordinates in N, zl,..., z), where k = Xk + iYk Vk

1, ... , n. Take � = Zk, Vk = , ... , n, and denote

X1i ... Xn7 Y1, Yn

�n �n+l 62n

17



by a generic term �k, Vk = , 2n. In particular, equation 24), for the coordinates functions �k, reads:

(25) (Vf, V(�k o W))dp = 0, Vk = , ..., 2n.

U

For the domain chart V Of (Zk), any quasiopen set U C W-'(V) of compact closure in X and for
f E W,1, 2 U) we have:

0 = f (Vf, V(� o W))dM = f Vy _[(,%�k o VI), VV')dpg-
U U

f f�k,3
., oV)(VV',VV1)dpg-

U
f f[(,9_gk) (p](Nr',
U CO 0 () (VW', VW,) dyg,

Va, , -y = 1, ..., 2n.

Taking into account that: Vk = 1, ..., 2n and Va = ... , 2n,

0 and a,�k = 0, ifa=k
1, if a k

we obtain:
= f Vf, V(�k o W))dpg

VfVVk)dp - f fNjk
ao 0 V) (Vw" VVI) dpg,

U U

So, Va, k 1, 2n,

(Vf, VWk (NTk
j )dttg f. ao 0 w) (VV" Vv,3)dpg.
U U

1,2This means that �p is weakly harmonic. But is a continuous map of class W10 (X, N), so it is a

harmonic map (cf. subsection 23.1).

Now, for any v : N --+ R such that v E C2 V), where V is a domain chart on N, we have:

f (Vf, V(v o W))dlig f Vy [pkv) 0 WI), VWk)dyg-
U U

(26) f f Vao 0 W) Vw" V w13) dl-Lg -
U

f f [.gkv) 0 VI Irk
00 0 W) �Vw', VV13) dvg,

U

for a,,3 2n, where U C W-1 (V) is quasiopen with compact closure in X.

In particular, for any holomorphic chart:

q : V C N Cn

P (zl,...7Zn), Zj=xj+iyj,

and for any local holomorphic fnction V) :N --+ C � = 01 + i 2 denoting x 1, x, yl, Yn by

e, V-y 2n, we apply equation 26) to 1 and 02 respectively:

0 f (V(f [(ako') o WI), V(� o W))dpg-
U

f f O,' , o W) (V (� o V), V (� o W)) dpg -
U

ff[(ak�bi)0V](Nrk oV)(V(�1oV),V(�11oV))d1L_,, Vi=1,2.
CO

U

18



In the above equality, the first and the last integral are equal (because �p is harmonic), so we have:

0 f (V,' (V (� o W), V (�" o �p)) dpg.

U

In the proof of the "if' pail we have obtained:

0 f f � I, o o) V (� o W), V o �p)) dl-Lg
CL

U

f 0 0

E I(TTA-9XB TYACTYB
U AB=l

[(V(XA 0 0), V(XB 0 W - (V(YA 0 (P), V(YB o p))]dpg-
f f. n 492!�2 492v,2

W-Ul- 0 �0)]
1(1XA1xB W) YA B

UAB=l

(27) [(V (XA 0 A, V(YB 0 A) + (V(YA C) 0), V(XB o p))]dpg+
n 192,pl

f f E 1(8xA6.111 0 0)(V(YA 0 0), V(YB 0 A)+
U AIB=l

a201
-9YA 9YB 0 0) (V (XA 0 0), V (XB o �p)) ] dtLg +

n 2!32_

f f E K 9 XIA 49xB 0 A (V (YA 0 W), V (XB 0 0))
U AIB=l

C,2,�2
aYAaYB 0 A (V(XA 0 OVV(YB o W))]dtL,.

Choosing particular holomorphic functions as: = ZAZB and �b = iAZB VA, n, in equation

(27), we obtain the pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal conditions (see Definition 3 1). 0

The following is a straightforward result deduced from Theorem 42:

Corollary 45 Let o : X ---� N be a pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal map from a Riemannian

polyhedron into a Kahler manifold. Then is harmonic if and only if the components W k = Zk in

terms of any holomorphic coordinates (Zk)k=l ....... in N, are harmonic maps (Wk is understood as a map

into R2).

Proof. The "only if part" is already proved through the proof of Theorem 42.

The "if part": Suppose that the map is harmonic. So it is a pseudo harmonic morphism By

Theorem 42, W pulls back local holornorphic functions to local harmonic maps which applies to any

holornorphic coordinates in N. 0

We turn our attention to the relation between pseudo harmonic morphism. on Riemannian polyhedron

and local holornorphic maps between KAhler manifolds. More precisely, we have:

Theorem 46 Let (X, g) be a Riemannian polyhedron and (N, J', N), P J, P) be two Kdhler
W1,2manifoldswithdimcN=nanddimcP=p.AcontinuousmapW:X---�Nofclass ,,(XN)js

a pseudo harmonic morphism if and only if 0 o �o : X --+ P is a (local) pseudo harmonic morphism for

all local holomorphic maps �b N -- P.
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Proof- " = " :

Suppose that �o X --+ N is a pseudo harmonic morphism and let X --� P be any local

holomorphic map.

By Proposition 36,,0 o �p is a pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal map.

Let (zi, ..., zp) be local holomorphic coordinates in P and set = zj o �b- On one hand, the map p

is supposed B4 and obviously the complex functions P C, Vj p, are holomorphic so,

by Theorem 42, O o �p are harmonic, Vj = p.

On the other hand, V) o is pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal. Thus by Corollary 45, the map

0 o �p is (local) harmonic.

1) 4 17:

Suppose now that o �o X --+ P is a (local) pseudo harmonic morphism, for any local holomorphic

map : N - P. By Proposition 36, the map �p is pseudo-horizontally weakly conformal.

As we have already done in the proof of Proposition 36, every local holomorphic function v : N

C can be obtained as a coordinate of some local holomorphic map �b, : N -- P.

�b, o �p is local a pseudo harmonic morphism. By Corollary 45, v o �p is harmonic (because it is a

coordinate of 0, o �p). Therefore, we have shown that for any local holomorphic function v : N --- C,

the map v o �p is harmonic. So by Theorem 42 we conclude that is a pseudo harmonic morphism.

0

The following proposition will play an important role in the next section for constructing examples

of PHM on admissible Riemannian polyhedra.

Proposition 47 Let X, g) and (Y, h) be two admissible Riemannian polyhedra, and (N, jN' 9N a

Kdhler manifold without boundary of complex dimension n Let �0 : Y - N be a continuous map of
1,2 W1,2class W10C (Y, N), 7 X --+ Y a proper, surjective, continuous map of class 1, (X, Y) and �p o 7r.

If 7r is a harmonic morphism, then �o is a pseudo harmonic morphism ifand only if �5 is a pseudo harmonic

morphism.

Proof- Suppose that X ---+ N is a pseudo harmonic morphism; by Theorem 42, it is equivalent to

the fact that (� pulls back local holomorphic functions on N to local harmonic functions on X. So, for

any V) E Holom(N) = + iO2, the map 0 7 E W1,2 (X, R2) is locally harmonic. But this can0C
also read: for any � E Holom(N) = + iO2, the functions 1 o � and 2 ;i are locally harmonic

(because � o 7 is continuous and the Christoffel symbols relative to the fixed chart of R2 are all zero [cf.

subsection 23.1]); or, also for any E Holom(N), with = bj + iO2, the functions 1 o �p) o 7r and

(V)2 0 0) o 7r are locally harmonic.

On the other hand, the map 7r is a harmonic morphism and it is supposed surjective and proper so,

by subsection 23.2 (cf. 7 Theorem 13.1), for every open set V C Y and any function v : V --+ R,

the function v is harmonic if and only if v o 7r is harmonic. In particular this fact applies to the functions

(01 o �p) and 02 0 �0); in other words, for any local holomorphic function = + iO2 on N, the
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functions (01 o �p) o 7 respectively 2 0 0) o 7 are locally harmonic if and only if the functions (?Pl o �0)

respectively 02 o �p) are locally harmonic.

The last assertion is equivalent to the fact that, for any � E Holom(N), the map �b o �O is locally

harmonic. But by Theorem 42, this means (iff) that �p : Y --+ N is a pseudo harmonic morphism. This

ends the proof of the proposition.

5 Some examples.

In this short section we will offer some examples of pseudo harmonic morphisms on Riemannian poly-

hedra.

As we have shown in Proposition 34, every horizontally weakly conformal map from a Rieman-

nian admissible polyhedron into a Hermitian manifold, is pseudo horizontally weakly conformal So

every harmonic morphism into a KAler manifold is a pseudo harmonic morphism. For other nontrivial

examples, when the source polyhedra are smooth Riemannian manifolds, see for example [I].

Thanks to Proposition 47, we can derive several non-obvious examples of pseudo harmonic mor-

phisms on (singular) Riemannian polyhedra.

It is known (see Example .12, 71) that given a K compact group of isometrics of a complete smooth

Riemannian manifold M, and : M -� MIK the projection onto the orbit space MIK (with the

quotient topology), there is a smooth triangulation of M for which induces an admissible Riemannian

polyhedral structure on MIK. The associated intrinsic distance dMIK (Y1, Y2) between elements yl,

Y2 of MIK, equals the intrinsic distance in M between the corresponding compact orbits 7r-'(yi) and

7r_ 1 (Y2), and the polyhedron MIK with the distance dMIK is a geodesic space. The polyhedral structure

determines a Brelot harmonic sheaf HM/K on MIK (cf. Theorem 71, 7]). Moreover, 7r carries the

BrelotharrnonicsheafHmontoaBrelotharmonicsheaf'H' K = 7r*hm on MIK and 7r : (M,'Hm)M/

(MIK, R'MIK ) becomes a harmonic morphism, surJective and proper.

This construction can be applied to Riemannian orbifolds (cL Subexample 8.13(ii), 7]) as follows:

Let M be a Riemannian manifold, and S' the symmetry group on r factors.

Denote:

S'M:= W X M X ... M/S,

r -times

the r-fold symmetric power of the manifold M.

The compact group S' acts isometrically, so S'.A4 becomes a Riemannian orbifold (singular if the

dimension of M > 3 Thus, as above, we obtain a proper, surJective, harmonic morphism from M x

M X ... X M to SrM.

In the particular case when M = Ck+', with 2(k+ s) 3 following [11, one can construct a pseudo
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harmonic morphism:

Ck X C, Cr given by
Fl(-)PI(U) F,(u)P,(V)

(u, V) 71 �(U)Q 1 (7 Ur �-)Q' No

where Fj,...,F,,Gj,...,G, are homogenous polynomials on Ck and Pj,...,P,,Qj,...,Q, are homogenous

polynomials on C', all having the same degree. We know that the sum of two PHM is also a PlIM so

we define:

;i: ck+s X ck+s .. � Cr, (7(ii' V-) q ii 7 ),

for any ii,; ECk+,.

Using the harmonic morphism Ck+, X Ck+, --+ S2Ck+-,, the map �i factors through a PHM from

S2Ck+s to Cr.

Moreover, using the harmonic morphism Ck+, --+ Cpk+,-I, the mapq factors (see [1]) through a

PHM from Cpk+,-1 to C' which is neither holomorphic nor antiholomorphic. Now using this map and

applying the same arguments as before, we get a pseudo harmonic morphism from S2Cpk+s-I to Cr.
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